
Note: The teen patron this list was written for is an avid horror reader who specifically requested horror
focusing on asylums. I found novels that fit the bill, spanning a range of intended ages (children, YA,
adult). Some of the books were more horror-themed than others; the books that are geared toward
adults versus children and YA often veer into other genres. 2-page list. 

Madeleine Roux Asylum series. YA horror. Teen friends uncover an old asylum’s secrets.
Books include creepy atmospheric photos, Ransom Riggs style. 

Arkham Asylum. Batman graphic novel. Joker and friends take over an asylum. 

Dan Poblocki’s The Ghost of Graylock. Children’s horror. Friends explore a haunted asylum.  

Mary Downing Hahn’s One for Sorrow. Children’s horror. A girl ends up in an asylum after
being haunted by a friend who died in the Spanish Flu pandemic. 

Ken Kesey’s One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest. Psychological fiction. Not horror and a more
literary pick than some of the others here but perhaps the most infamous of all asylum stories. 

Jussi Adler-Olsen’s The Alphabet House. Historical thriller. Two British pilots are shot down
over Germany during WWII and end up hiding in plain sight . . . in a mental hospital for Nazi
soldiers. 

              

       

      

 

Asylum Horror Reads



 Susan Vaught’s Insanity. YA horror. Collection of short stories about a haunted asylum.

Dawn Kurtagich’s The Dead House. YA horror/thriller. A teen girl is institutionalized after
committing a crime. Especially recommended for those who enjoyed Roux’s series.  

Laurie Faria Stolarz’s Project 17. YA horror. Some teens break into an abandoned asylum to make
a movie. Especially recommended for those who enjoyed Kurtagich’s The Dead House.

Mindy McGinnis’s A Madness So Discreet. YA historical thriller. An asylum patient is recruited to
assist with research and solve crime. Less focus on horror though still a pretty gritty read.

John Harwood’s The Asylum. Historical suspense thriller. A woman in Victorian England finds
herself involuntarily committed to an asylum.

If you’ve read these and are looking for more, here are some not in our system. If you are really
interested in one of these, put in a request for it at the library.


